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QASSMATE 1 
As the days grow longer and whatseems 
like a bit warmer I find it more difficult 
rounding up the energy to sitata computer 
and think of interesting things to write 
about I find the sunshine calling my name 
to come out and take part in the beauty it 
has to offer. The flowers are starting to 
bloom and the birds are singing, two indi-
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by Monica Maurasse 
cations that spring is on its way. Forget 
about the spring cleaning, relax your body 
and mind and enjoy what may be a fleeting 
glimpse of a Monterey spring. 
Given all this beauty that we beg in to 
see, I think it's only appropriate that we 
celebrate Mother's Day during the month of 
May. In this month's issue, you'll find 
several articles about Mothers, Wives, and 
Grandmothers. Often these women are 
one in the same, and living dual roles is not 
an easy task. Find out how they do it 
Also this month you will find a new 
column we plan to feature each month 
called "Discipline: Yes, I Could Try That," 
A quality educational program 
with Individualized Instruction 
Including pre-school and 
pre-kindergarten classes. 
Curriculum Inck.ldes: 
Music Math Art Scl,nce Computers 
Pro-Reading & Reading Phonies 
Cooking Baking And Much Mor.! 
Full and Part-time Sessions 
FOf Mor> Infonnatlon Call 375-9743 
1231 Sev,nth 51., Monterey 
(A Block from Postgraduat' School) 
written by Jann De Vi lbiss who is the new 
Family Advocate and counselor in the Fam-
ily Service Center (FSC). I think you will 
welcome the information that she has to 
share with you. There are also a few other 
articles from the folks down in the FSC, 
check them out as well. 
Again, the sunshine is sending its warm 
rays of light to wrap me tight and pull me 
into the beauty of the world around me, 
and who am I to refuse. I hope you enjoy 
this issue of THE ClASSMATE, there's lots 
of fun and informative reading to be had. 
Also, be sure not to miss those invitations 
the spring time has to offer you as well. 
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President's Message 
By Mary Lewla 
As tile weatller wrns sunnier and drier, 
everyone looks forward to a June vacation. We 
are planning a trip to Yosemite, my husband is 
determined to get me out camping. Of course, 
my idea of roughing it is hiking from tile hotel 
lobby to the pooll As you begin planning your 
vacation and well deserved break, there are 
some events ooming up that you may want to 
take partin, before you startpackingl TheOSSC 
will be representing the USA atthe International 
Day, slated for May2nd. On tile 15th of May we 
will hold our annual International Tea. This 
takes place at Quarters A from 3:00 to 5:00 
p.m. The tea is a wonderful way to enjoy 
delicious treats and tea as well as meet new 
people. 
This month we will begin offering an Adult 
and Infant CPR oourse for all members inter-
ested in beooming certified. We anticipate a 
large wrnoutso this will be offered next month 
as well. 
June 6th will be the next Bargain Fair at La 
Mesa School from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon. 
We have a new person taking over the respon-
sibilities of chairperson of the Fair, she is Elana 
Peterson. She will be relieving Katherine 
Muhlbach, who has planned and executed five of 
them. Katherine hasdonea great job in improv-
ing the entire eventso that things run smoothly. 
She plans to help Elana with this ooming Bargain 
Fair. I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Katherine and her husband for their 
endless hours of hard work and dedication in 
putting together many successful Bargain Fairs. 
This brings to mind other events that have 
taken place recently. Without some very special 
people, events like tile Easter EGGstravaganza, 
Art AUction, and the Adobe Tour would not be 
possible. The OSSC sponsors many events for 
swdents, spouses and children. In the case of 
the Adobe Tour, people volunteered their time 
to aetas docents for tile Cooper-Molera house. 
Visitors touring the adobes were enlightened by 
the information the volunteers provided regard-
ing the history of the house. Mary Hayes and 
Debbie O'Loughlin, oo;;hairpersons, took the 
time to arrange the orientation and scheduling 
for the volunteers. They chose ooswmes and 
flower arrangements as well. All tIlis was done 
not only for tile enjoyment of tile OSSC mem-
bers, but also for the entire Monterey oommu-
nity. 
The Art Auction is one of the largest events 
we sponsor. It is an important fundraiser that 
enables the OSSC to oontribute to the many 
charitable organizations within NPS and the 
entire Monterey Peninsula oommunities. With-
out the hard work and many hours that Kim 
McGinnis, Chairperson, provided, theeventoould 
not have been such a success. Thanks Kim and 
the oommittee. 
The Easter EGGstravaganza has always been 
a popular event for children associated with 
NPS. They oome outin droves to get a chance 
to see the Easter Bunny and pick up eggs filled 
with goodies. Uz Knudson, Chairperson, and 
her many helpers were responsible for filling 
thousands of plastic eggs. No, the Easter Bunny 
OSSC MEMBERSHIP 
did notdothisallbyhinnselfl Thereweregames, 
prizes, egg hunts, and hat oontests. All the 
children went home with smiles on their faoesl 
For those wiho helped with making this day 
possible, tIlank you from myself and all tIlose 
smiling kids. An extra thank you to Kathy 
Parsons, our Bake Sales Chairperson, and all 
tIlose dedicated, talented bakersl 
These arejust a few of the many events that 
the OSSC provides. As you can see, tI1ere's a lot 
that we do for the entire NPS and Monterey 
Peninsula oommunities. All of these events 
oould not have been possible if it weren't for 
some very special people donating tIleir precious 
time. I feel that they deserve this recognition. 
If you feel that you'd like to getinvolved witll 
any of our upooming events, we'd love to have 
your help. Our next meeting is June 1 st in the 
La Novila Room at 7:15 p.m. We would like to 
have the opportunity to meet you. If you have 
any questions, please feel free to call me or any 
member of the Executive Board. Hope to see 
you on the 1 st of Junel 
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by Jennifer Church 
As spring fades and we look forward 
longingly to those "lazy, hazy days of sum-
mer: italways seems that winter will never 
return. However, summer soon drifts into 
fall, which slides rapidly into winter. (Hardly 
noticeable in Monterey, but here just the 
same.) 
Itisoften the same with finances. Some-
times we are able to go out to dinner several 
times a week, buy a new car, take a vaca-
tion ... and the money is always available. 
Occasionally, though, it is a deceptively 
short journey into the winter of financial 
pain and serious credit trouble. The solu-
tions are varied, but they are often very 
difficult. Usually, prevention is the best 
financial medicine; and the best nostrum is 
a careful, updated plan for the future, using 
a budget to help guide and prioritize family 
expenditures. 
It is sad to pass a "street person," or an 
"I will work for food" sign, and many of us 
wonder what could have possibly sent that 
particular person down the road. If we 
review our own comfortable financial situ-
ation, though, it is often easy to see what a 
lost job, or a sick child or a raise in rent 
could do to even our own lives and welfare. 
What we at NavY-Marine Corps Relief do 
is to step in when circumstances have caused 
a family's finances to go awry. Sometimes 
all that is needed is some careful budgeting; 
often a short-term, interest-free loan will 
geta family on its feetagain. Occasionally, 
the choices are more difficult. Always, 
. though, a trained volunteer staff is avail-
able to help wherever possible. 
If you think you would like to learn the 
skills of budgeting, listening and working 
together with a close-knit group of volun-
teers whose mission is to help families of 
Sailors and Marines improve their financial 
circumstanoe in trying times, then we've 
got a plaoe for you. We're located in 
Herrmann Hall, just downstairs from the 
Quarterdeck. Our offioe is open MWF 1 000 
- 1300, and we can be reached at 373-
7665. 
Discipline: "Yes, I Can Try That" 
We at the Family Advocacy Program 
would like to welcome you to our new 
column. Each month we hope to share 
information that will be helpful to you and 
your family during your stay here at NPS, 
and hOpefully will be incorporated into your 
everyday life. If you have any topics you 
would like to see addressed, please let us 
know. 
Effective Ways to Discipline A Child 
Separation: Have children rest or play 
apart for a time when they keep irritating 
one another, fight. squabble, hit and kick. 
Being apart for a while lets each calm down. 
Then you can use other ways to encourage 
better behavior. 
Behavior Management: Talk with 
children calmly to learn what happened and 
why and how they see it Then talk about 
ways to deal with it Come to a solution 
that's agreeable to both you and the child. 
This helps children learn to be responsible 
for their behavior. 
Redirection: When children get into 
trouble, stop them, explain why you are 
stopping them, and suggest another activ-
it'. When they scribble on the wall, give 
them paper and crayons. When they race 
dangerously indoors, take them outside for 
a game of chase. When they throw books 
at each other, gather them for a story time 
or organize a beanbag toss. This works 
especially well with very young children. 
flx-up: When children cause trouble or 
hurt one another, expect them to fix it up-
or at least to help. If they spill milk, give 
them a cloth to clean it up. If they break a 
toy, ask them to help you fix it If they make 
a child cry, have them help with the sooth-
ing. If they throw toys around the room, 
ask them to put them away. 
Ignore: The best way to deal with mis-
behavior aimed at getting your attention is 
to simply ignore it But be sure to give 
attention to your children when they be-
have well. Children need attention for good 
behavior, not mis-behavior. 
Be flrm: Qearly and firmly state, or 
even demand, that the child do what needs 
to be done. Do not use a wishy-washy tone 
of voice. Speak in a tone thatletsyour child 
know that you mean what you say and that 
you expect the child to do it Being firm 
doesn't mean yelling, threatening, reason-
ing, or taking privileges. Being firm works 
for any age child and for many situations. 
Stay In Control: Act before the situa-
tion gets out of control before you get 
angry and overly frustrated and before the 
child's behavior becomes unreasonable. 
Be Detached: In other words, "keep 
your cool. " If your child does something 
you don't approve or is wrong, pretend 
your child is your neighbor's child and ask 
yourself, "What would I do?" Or, imagine 
that you are your child's teacher. How 
would the teacher handle this situation? 
That is how you might handle it. too. 
- From "Effective Ways to Discipline a 
Child," by Kenneth E. Barber, Washington 
State Universit'. 
For more information, contactJann De 
Vilbiss in the Family Service Center located 
in the basement of Herrmann Hall, or call 
646-3488/3060. 
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QASSMATE 5 
If you think "Aurelia aurita "sounds like 
a tropical disease. you need to visit the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium and see their new 
jellyfish exhibit! The Aurelia aurita. com· 
monly called the moon jelly. is found in all 
the oceans of the world. and has even been 
in orbit in the space shuttle Columbia. 
The moon jelly isjust one of seventeen 
jelly species thatcan now be seen in the new 
"Planet of the Jellies" exhibit on the second 
floor of the Aquarium. (It has taken the 
place of the shark exhibit) 
At the members' night on March 8. 
1992. the aquarium featured tours of the 
new exhibit and a slide presentation in the 
auditorium. Through the slide presenta· 
tion we learned many interesting facts about 
thejellies. For instance. they range in size 
from a few millimeters wide. to massive 
"Planet of the Jellies" 
by Laura Dorko 
deep-sea species up to six feet in diameter 
vvith one hundred foot· long tentacles. Most 
of the jellies at the aquarium are quite small 
due to the difficulty of housing the full · 
grown larger species. 
Many things remain a mystery to the 
scientists studying jellies. Although every 
attempt to control them where they are 
unwanted has failed. other areas that are 
heavily polluted have vanquished the seem· 
ingly invincible jelly. Though they have 
remarkably simple bodies. they are in many 
ways very strong and able. One fact that 
stands true despite the mystery is their 
undeniable beauty and elegance. 
One of the most amazing things you' II 
discover at this new display is that the earth 
truly is a "Planet of the Jellies." With two-
thirds of the earth covered by water. and 
MOVING TO GROTON, NEW LONDON 
OR ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES? 
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much of that water filled vvith jellies. we 
should surely appreciate its presence and 
learn from its loveliness and diversity. Even 
though the displayedjellies are quite small. 
you will still be fascinated as you observe 
these translucent creatures pulse and swim. 
"Planetofthe Jellies" isjustoneexample 
of the wonder and education available at 
the Monterey Bay Aquarium. A reasonably 
priced membership will allow unlimited 
access to all of the displays and features of 
the Aquarium for one year. Or you can visit 
the Aquarium on a one day basis for the 
following rates: $9.75 for adults. $7.25 
for students and active duty military. and 
$4.50 for children ages 3 · 12 and people 
with disabilities. Children under three are 
free. The Aquarium is open every day from 
10 a.m. until 6 p.m. (except Christmas). 
and opens at 9:30 a.m. in the summer and 
holidays. For more information. call the 
Aquarium at 648·4888. See you therel 
, 
(Excerpt from "How to Start Your Own 
Business" by Dr. Lynda C. Falkenstein.) 
Step One: Identifying your wish list. 
Here you identify exactly as possible who 
you want to do business with. Who do 
you see as customers or clients? What 
kind of people doyou wantto be around? 
1. If you don't know who you want as 
clients/customers, you'll NEVER get 
them, espedally not the RIGHT ones. A 
key to your success vvill be doing business 
with the RIGHT people-the ones 
wanting your product/service with the 
money to pay for it 
2. You should plan to start with serious 
players ascustomerslclients because they 
vvill serve as a vital marketing network 
over the long haul of your business. 
Step1Wo: Your preliminary focus. Step 
two deals vvith what you ultimately are 
going to offer for sale. Many people 
have tremendous problems with this 
step, finding themselves unable to nar-
row from all their interests and activities. 
Askyourselfwhatkindofneedslinterests 
do these people have. Examine the type 
of groups you enjoy being around. 
Step Three: Getting Inside your client! 
customer's world. This looks at what 
Nine Steps to Business Success 
by Rose Anna O'Auria 
you want to sell. Here you are making a 
fit between what you are selling and 
what the customer wants to buy. This 
step is vital because it helps ensure you 
will not create a monster for yourself-
a business that you love but is an economic 
nightmare. If you want financial support 
from banks or venture capitalists, this 
step vvill be vital because you vvill have to 
show your finanders that it is in their 
interest to support your effort 
Step Four: Your niche synthesis. This is 
the most critical step in the entire ladder. 
Here you essentially add Steps 1Wo and 
Three vvith an entirely new product 
emerging. 
Step FIve: Evaluate against NICHECRAFT 
criteria. You'vejustcreated a niche for 
yourself. Is it a good one? The critical 
aspect of this step is that it gives you 
CHOICE. It reminds you that not all 
niches are good ones. Re·evaluate if 
necessary. 
Step Six: Test with real people/organi-
zations. Here you take your service/ 
product to market, giving buyers an 
opportunity to say "yes" or "no. " Here 
you find out what people vvill really pay 
for. 
Step Seven: Blitz marketing. Mostofall, 
this step prevents your niche from be-
coming a well-kept secret Here you 
researdhand utilize strategies forgetting 
the message out to the right people. 
Step Eight: Go-For-It. This is where you 
put your money where your mouth is. 
Commitment Belief in your niche. This 
is where you make the transition to 
being your own employer. Unless you 
actnow, nothing vvill happen. This is the 
step where everything is in your courti 
Step Nine: Re-nlche. You've gotten going 
and it looks good. You know, though, 
that the world changes and so does your 
niche. No dinosaurs for you. 
It's important to emphasize that although 
you need to understand and address 
eadh step individually, they aren't totally 
sequential. You must keep them all in 
mind all the time. Walk and talk and 
chew gum simultaneously is the key. 
The Employment Assistance Program lo-
cated in the Family Service Center is 
available to anyone seeking employment 
Contact Rose Anna O'Aurlaat646-3141! 
3060. (Starting Your Own Business, 
How to Make NichesThatlncrease Profits 
by Dr. Lynda C. Falkenstein.) 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
A practice philosophy of conservative. 
quality. restorative and cosmetic dentistry 
CAPTAIN Linkenbach was formerly the Director of the 
/--'._, Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass Street • Suite Col 
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One of the greatest joys of motherhood 
is holding that little one close. But babies 
don't keep. Before long, he's wiggling off 
your lap for yet another round of "catch me 
if you can: 
As big and busy as he gets, he still needs 
the hugs to remind him that he's loved, 
valued, and will be protected. In those 
moments, mothers universally vow to do 
whatever they can to ensure happiness and 
success for that child. But day-to-day 
responsibilities can become so overwhelming 
that those good intentions slip away with 
the time. 
Jim Trelease has made it his life's work 
to help parents re-gain some of that time, 
or keep it from being lost in the first place. 
Speaking to an audience at the Monterey 
PubliC Library recently, the author of Till: 
Read Aloud Handbook, and The New Read 
Aloud Handbook said that the idea is so 
Simple, it's hard to convince people that it's 
true. "Read to your kids," he says. Simple? 
Well, yes and no. 
Yes, considering the differences itmakes. 
Children who are read to regularly learn to 
READ TO ME, MOM! 
by Pam Bane 
read more easily, because they have the 
desire. They've heard the "good stuff' 
those lines of print contain, and they're 
anxious to "break the code" for themselves. 
Also, because reading is an accrued skill. 
Proficiency only comes with practice and 
experien~xperience with the language. 
Ifachildhas never heard the word, how will 
he be able to read it? By reading to him 
literature he enjoys, but beyond his reading 
ability, you broaden his vocabulary, and 
motivate him to keep working on the basic 
skills. In 1985 the Commission on Reading 
stated in its document, Becoming A Nation 
Of Readers, "reading aloud is a practice that 
should continue throughout the grades." 
But research shows that by Third Grade, 
only 14% of teachers still read to their 
students, and that parents seem to pull 
back as well. Remember that small child, 
and those promises you made. 
Now here's the catch: Each child needs 
and deserves to have you all to himself 
while you read to him for fifteen minutes a 
day. Children have different interests, dif-
ferent "listening levels," and different at-
tention spans. If you bunch them together, 
you run the risk of boring the oldest, losing 
the youngest, or at best hitting somewhere 
in the mediocre middle-far fromyourgoal 
of motivating both, which is the purpose of 
all this. Finding time to spend alone with 
each child may be a monumental challenge, 
butkeep in mind thathoweveryou manage, 
these times, setaside for him alone, will be 
the ones he'll remember for a lifetime. 
Story characters have amazing powers 
to grab children by the hand, and lead them 
through wild adventures. During adoles-
cence, a same-age story character can also 
guide a child through situations as worri-
some as gang activity, or as complex as boy-
girl relationships. Children's librarians are 
an invaluable resource-they know their 
books. Well-chosen (pre-viewed) books 
can reinforce the values you've taught, and 
give your child "experience" to fall back on. 
It is the goal of the teachers at La Mesa 
School, and of the principal, Mr. Peter 
Krasa, to meet the needs of all students. 
Mrs. Corinne Long, the Reading Specialist 
at the school, smiles warmly when she says 
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that the vast m~ority of students entering 
La Mesa have a good language background. 
But even a child who has language experi-
ence, and the desire to learn to read may 
have difficulty for various reasons. Mrs. 
Long and the school's Resource Specialist. 
Deborah Bennett-Hall, give extra help to 
those children. The kids have so much fun, 
their friends are enviousl 
La Mesa Elementary School was named 
a "california Distinguished School" during 
the last evaluation period. It wasn't just 
academic achievement that ~rned the 
award; it was mostly the pride that shows 
on the faces of the students, the parents 
who help, and the enthusiastic staff. Signs 
of pride like the names on the "golden wall 
of success " and the "golden tickets" children 
are awarded, counted too. 
La Mesa's curriculum is an "integrated, 
literature-based language arts program"; 
~U4/t~ 
fl)udFw~ 
Qjm ~ 'In/fI &tty 
0i6nd~rkn 't~ 
language arts are integrated with other 
suQjects to create a thematic unit, with 
quality children's literature as a main com-
ponent Forexample, in March,afterreading 
"Mr. Robot," First Grade students built 
their own robots at home, using scrap 
materials (Art), and then introduced them 
to the class (Oral Language) , telling how 
they imagined their "real" robot helping 
around their house (Critical Thinking). 
Phonics have been incorporated into the 
Kindergarten, first, and Second Grade 
programs, by choice, and are taught within 
the context of words and stories rather 
than in isolation. 
Writing skills are taught and practiced in 
all grade levels; Kindergarten students be-
gin by dictating their stories, and progress 
to writing on their own, using "best guess" 
spelling. Children write and illustrate their 
own books during the "Book Affair," and 
have them bound at the school's bindery. 
Children's authors regularly visit students 
at the school library, read their books aloud, 
and discuss writing skills necessary to stu-
dents and professional writers alike. 
And what of reading aloud? Jim Trelease 
wouldlovethisschool. In all grades, teachers 
read to their students on a c1aily basis, and 
in the library, Mrs. Kathy Nicholson reads 
an inspiring selection from the shelves to 
tempt each dass. 
During research for his Read Aloud 
Handbooks, the author asked several Iife-
time readers of his acquaintance what 
"things" in their childhood homes might 
have inspired their love of reading. These 
items reoccurred conSistently on the lists, 
"The Three B's": 
Books: Ufetime readers owned books 
in their childhood, and read their favorites 
over and over again. 
Bedside Reading Lamp:Tellyourchiid 
that he may stay up a half hour later IF he 
wants to read in bed. "Kids will do anything 
to get to stay up later; they'll even READI " 
Book Basket In the Bathroom: "More 
reading is done in the bathrooms of the U.S. 
than in all the dassrooms and libraries 
combined. Whatourdassrooms need most 
is more bathroomsl" Provide picture books, 
magazines like Reader's Digest, and comic 
books. Yes, comic books. "Research shows 
that lifetime readers, and 80% of students 
in top reading groups are nof light, but 
HEAVY comic book readers. Do be selective 
about the comic books you choose, how-
ever." 
The New R&ld Aloud Handbook is fas-
cinating reading, and contains an index to 
the bestchildren's literature available tocIay. 
If your bookshelf doesn't hold a copy, re-
member that Mother's Day is coming. 
There's nothing any mother wants more 
than to do what she can to arm her child 
with the tools he needs to make the right 
decisions now, and in the future. Support 
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LONG DISTANCE GRANDPARENTS: 
Ten Suggestions to Keep Your Parents and Children Close When They Live Far Apart 
by Jacey Skillman 
Every parent hopes that sending pic-
tures, talking on the phone and visiting 
occasionally will add up toa dose relationship 
between military children and their long 
distance grandparents. But don't you 
sometimes wonder if this is enough? 
Robert Storm, an Ariwna State psy-
chologist. gives a popular seminar in 
grandparenting. He has found that grand-
parents who are happiest in their roles are 
the ones who spend more than five hours a 
month with their grandchildren and live 
less than 200 miles away. This is disoon-
certing when you realize that few military 
families will ever be in that situation. 
We hope thatthefollowing suggestions, 
culled from your neighbors and mine, may 
offer some help to your family. 
1. Write Thank You Notes 
This may seem like an odd place to start. 
but many of the grandparents I spoke to 
mentioned a lack of thank you notes as 
a big stumbling block between grand-
parents and grandchildren. AngieUrbon, 
mother of four charming little boys, 
agrees oompletely. When her oldest son 
Brian, now four, would receive a gift 
from his grandparents, she asked him to 
draw a picture of himself wearing the 
new outfit or playing with the toy. Then 
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which they would write at the bottom of 
the picture. Angie says that it is often 
nothing more than "This is a picture of 
me in my new shorts. Thanks." 
If the child is very young, a thank you 
note can also be as simple as a photo of 
the child with the giftor justa scribble on 
a piece of stationery. Angie says her 
parents love it and that she intends to 
have all her boys pick up this good habit 
Z. Picture Frame Cards 
Children rarely receive letters, but they 
are ever-hopeful and ever-vigilant at the 
mailbox. Enoouraging children to write 
their grandparents can be as simple as 
telling them what my mother told me: If 
you want to get a letter, you have to send 
a letter. 
The Lillian Vernon catalogue (914-
633-6300) sells a box of 24 greeting 
cards for $6.98 that look like photo 
frames. Your older child can slip a 
picture into the frame and write a note 
to tell the story of the picture to his 
grandparents. Have younger children 
draw a picture to his grandparents or, in 
the case of my two-year·old, scribble. 
Grandparents like to getoorrespondence 
of any kind from their grandchildren . 
3. Grandparents Photo Album 
I keep a little photo album in my purse 
that I have filled with pictures of Kelsey's 
grandparents, great-grandparents, 
aunts, uncles and cousins. When she 
starts to get fussy in the commissary or 
in the car, we bring out her "Family 
Book" and she will happily tell you 
everyone's name and where they live and 
what they are doing in the picture. 
4. Vldeol Vldeol Video! 
Every time I interviewed a group for 
ideas for this article people invariably 
brought up the wonders of the video 
camera, especially when it came to t0d-
dlers and preschoolers. I thought a 
particularly good suggestion was to do a 
tape of "A Day in the Ufe" of your child 
in which you would follow his routine 
from morning to bedtime. 
• 
5. Buy Stock In AT&T 
Trish Gladura, whose husband is a stu-
dent at DLI, was born and raised in the 
Navy. She rarely saw here grandmother 
and never really felt close to her. Trish 
and her husband wanted more for their 
three-year-old son, Jake, so they let him 
talk on the phone to his grandpa all the 
time. "Our phone bills are through the 
roof," Trish says, "but It's worth every 
dime." 
6. Take Advantage of Between-Move 
Visits 
During most vacation visits to thegrand-
parents' house, the child barely has time 
to warm up to Grandma and Grandpa 
before he has to leave. Nancy and Mike 
Hall have found a way around this prob-
lem. Since their four-year-old daughter 
Michelle was born, they have made a 
special pointofhaving an extra-long visit 
with their parents between moves. When 
Michelle was 22 months old, the Halls 
moved from Oakland to Virginia Beach. 
Nancy and Michelle were able to visit 
both sets of grandparents in Orange 
Park, FL, for nearly two months. Al-
though they could only visit for a month 
between Virginia and Monterey, Nancy 
really credits the extra-long visitas a way 
for Michelle and her grandparents to get 
to know each other on a day-to-day 
basis. 
7. The Extended-family Vacation 
Andrea Adams and her sisters have de-
veloped a wonderful way for the whole 
family to spend time together. Their 
family found that whenever they would 
get together at their parents' house in 
Atlanta, not only would everyone be 
crowded but there was Iittie in Atlanta 
that they all hadn't done before. Now 
they gather parents, brothers and sis-
ters and grandchildren in a large condo 
in Florida or Lake Tahoe. The grandchil-
dren get to play with their grandparents 
and their cousins while the parents spend 
time with their siblings and spouses. 
8. Include A Picture with the Present 
Being the grandparents of a one- or two-
year-old seems to be especially difficult 
Since a young child often has trouble 
putting namesand faces together. Megan 
Conlon's grandparents solved that diffi-
culty by putting a picture of themselves 
on top of any package they send to her. 
When she sees their faces, she happily 
calls out "Nanal Poppal" before she 
opens the present Her mother, Brenda, 
says that Megan seems to remember 
which presents came from her grand-
parents, too. 
9. Make-Believe Box 
This is kind of a cheater suggestion 
because it is more for the grandparent 
than for you. One wonderful grand-
mother made a package for her grand-
daughter that included a big Disney 
storybook, an audio tape of the grand-
mother reading the story and a box of 
make-believe items that went with the 
story. Anothersetofgrandparentsmade 
a video birthday party for their grand-
child where they baked a cake, lit the 
candles and sang happy birthday. They 
also included the birthday hats, streamers 
and noisemakers so that the grandson 
could play birthday party whenever he 
wished. 
10. Young Grandparents' Club 
If your parents are looking for more 
ideas about how to stay in touch with 
their grandchildren, The Young Grand-
parents' Club publishes a newsletter full 
of suggestions. Just send a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to Young 
Grandparents' Club, GP Uttie Dividends, 
P.O. Box 11143, Shawnee Mission, KS 
66207. 
You may not be able to use all of these 
suggestions, but perhaps they will spark 
some ideas within your family. As a final 
thought to all of you parents who are still 
lucky enough to have grandparents, put a 
Iittie effort into dropping them a letter this 
week if you haven't done so in a while. 
Great-grandparents are interested in you 
and your children more than you know. It 
is likely that your children will treat their 
grandparents the same way they see you 
treating yours. 
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Old-fashioned Parenting the New-fangled Way 
I thought we had planned everything j ust 
right. We had roore than four years together 
before our daughter was born. We had gotten 
a head start on saving for oollege--for "both 
kids" in case of twins. We'd been living on his 
paycheck to avoid the single salary shock 
treatment in store for many parents-to-be. We 
even had our child-rearing philosophy worked 
out: when they're babies, they're mine; when 
they're teens, they're his. I'd leave oorporate 
America to stay home to rear our healthy, well-
adjusted, ethical, secure, happy children who 
would also happen to speak perfect English in 
oomplete sentences. 
On our evening walks, we'd try to imagine 
ourselves as Mommy and Daddy. The words 
sounded foreign to us, sYllables so strange they 
made us wince. Neither of us was of the baby 
persuasion. You know the t;ype: "Oh, what a 
goooorgiouuuuus babyl Can I hold her??" 
Squeaks, squeals, the lot. My husband and I are 
notbabyfanatics. We normally remained politely 
silent in the presence of an infant, only to 
remark later how inoredibly ugly it was. Sad , 
rude and true. We wanted children, and an 
infant was the only way to get there from here, 
so to speak. 
WhenChristine Adriennewasborn, the sound 
of her first cry gave me permission to breathe 
again. It ended the threatof nuclear holocaust, 
closed the ozone holes, turned politicians into 
honest citizens, saved the whales and blessed 
every child on earth with their parents' love. 
This was what I'd heard about; this was how it 
was supposed to be. I had never, ever heard so 
wondrous a sound. 
Then we tried nursing, and I came to un-
derstand why so many rooms bottie feed. Tiny 
Christine knew exactly what to do, while Mrs. 
Try-to-Be-a-Suooess-atEverything fel ta nd acted 
like a fumbling idiot. Already I was failing as a 
room. When they brought Christine into my 
room, I had to read her ankle identification to 
make sure she was mine. Here I was a room and 
didn'teven know my own baby. Dismal. Butshe 
was a sweet thing, and I was surprised at the 
peace I felt as I held this new person. 
Christine was born Saturday evening, and 
Sunday rooming we were ready to go home. 
Except for one small detail. I had no idea what 
to do with a baby, precious though she was. In 
spite of a heft;y nine-month diet of baby books, 
baby magazines and other baby advice from 
perfectstrangers, I felt like a firstgrader walking 
into ajunior high classroom. Naked. This was 
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not what it was supposed to be like. 
But we got her home, we changed her 
diapers, I nursed her, she slept, I napped, and 
the whole world around Christinejustas planned. 
Through all the day-to-day details of taking care 
of our daughter, I gained a most wonderful 
sense that this was indeed how it was supposed 
to be. I didn't miss work in the least, and loould 
not imagine being separated from our most 
precious and perfect treasure. Christine reas-
sured us that she was getting used to life on the 
outside and doingjustfine, with many thanks to 
Mom and Dad. We didn't drop her or bang her 
head going through doorways, and my greatest 
ooncern was whether I was worthy of this joy 
God granted us. 
The choice to stay home with our daughter 
When Christine Adrienne was born ... 
~ ended the threat of nuclear holocaust, 
closed the ozone holes, turned politicians 
into honesst citizens, saved the whales 
and blessed every child on earth. 
was the easiest I'd ever made. Being home and 
staying home, however, became the greatest 
challenges of my life. Realit;y struck at about six 
roonths. 
I learned that if I took some time off to relax 
a littie, then the laundry, dishes, floors and 
clutter got that much roore difficult to clean 
later. I found out that reading two daily 
neWspapers and a variet;y of magazines was not 
sufficien~y challenging in a day that seemed 
roore full of housework than baby smiles and 
cuddles. 
I learned that even the best of friends and 
husbands cannot make you happy if you are 
unhappy with how you spend a good portion of 
your time. So I picked up cross stitching, re.-
upholstered our dining room chairs, made two 
baby outfits, sentbirthday cards outon timeand 
even caughtup on letters. To no avail. I was still 
basically bored . 
Here is where I should get really honest: I 
detest housework. I would rather clean out a 
barn than do dishes. Cooking is something I 
oould live without if it weren't for the need for 
hot food once or twice a week. I tried to 
oonsider housework and nigh~y dinner dut;y the 
price I had to pay for the privilege of staying 
home with Christine. That philosophy carried 
me another three roonths. 
All this time, I was peacock-proud to be a fuII-
time Mom. Most women I met--whether 
working outside or inside their homes-reacted 
to my decision the same way: "Aren't you lucky!" 
Perhaps women who thought otherwise re-
mained silent the way my husband and I did in 
the presenoe of babies. Or maybe they just 
didn't want to deal with another traitor to the 
cause of professional women. 
Whateverthereason, l did not hear personally 
from women who disapproved of my choice. I 
know from friends and even the national media 
that they're out there, though, ready to stomp 
on my choice in an effort to support theirs. I also 
know roore than a few professionals who are 
prett;yfed up with the "holier than thou" attitude 
from some stay-at-home rooms. 
In this age of politically oornect everything, 
we should take note that there is no definition 
for the politically oornect Mom. We've been 
through the "Super Mom" age, the "Earth 
Mother" age, and now perhaps we're reaching a 
balance aroong the choices rooms have. What is 
most significant nowadays is that many women 
can make a choice to stay home to raise their 
children. Men, I might point out, don't really 
have that option yet. 
I don't know why some roothers who have 
outside professions feel threatened by roothers 
who stay home. I don'tknowwhysome roothers 
who stay home feel threatened by mothers who 
have outside professions. I do know that I 
oouldn't do either: staying at home drove me 
nuts in spite of how much I wanted to devote my 
days to Christine. After nine months of trying to 
be a good housewife and roother, I had to 
acknowledge that I oouldn'tdo it and stay sane. 
So I got a part-time job. I work with adults 
enough to appreciate that I don't have to do it 
full time, and I have enough time with my 
daughter to appreciate every rooment (almost). 
I still wonder if I'm worthy of taking care of such 
a treasure. But the question, and the answer, 
are mine. I'm grateful to have friends and family 
who respect that. 
Welcome Home is a publication dedicated to 
parents. Supportive without the syrup that 
often smothers "support" magazines, itis written 
by and for real parents who offer thoughts and 
suggestions without preaching. One issue was 
roore valuable than ayearofnewsstand parents' 
magazines. For roore information, write Wel-
come Home, 8310 A Old Courthouse Road, 
Vienna ,VA 22182. 
The smell of baking holiday cookies, the 
warmth of family conversation, and the 
wondrous tastes created with lovi ng hands 
bring back memories of my mother's 
kitchen. My happiesttimes in Mom's kitchen 
were helping in the preparation and baking 
of meals, especially dessertsl 
By involving our children in the tasks of 
the kitchen, we help reinforce reading com-
prehension, listening skills, and arithmetic 
mastery. We inbroduce them to the basics 
of chemistry, and expose them to the many 
wondrous cultures of the world. And, we 
teach them the daily living skills that are so 
crudal while growing up to be independent 
and competent adults. Just think of all the 
critical thinking, organizational skills, and 
budgeting that goes into running a clean, 
well-equipped kitchen. But, how do we 
encourage the desire to work in the kitchen? 
If possible, start when your child is very 
young. Depending on his maturity level, 
your preschooler may be ready to help. 
According to Vicki Lansky, author of Feed 
Me, I'm Yours, work and play are the same 
in a young child's world. Since a large 
portion of the day is spent in the kitchen 
give your child a chance to do some creativ~ 
"messing around" while you are nearby to 
SUpervise. Some suggestive tasks for your 
child are: washing plastic dishes, dirty or 
not; setting the table; folding napkins; 
washmg and deaning vegetables and fruit; 
scrubbing the floor; and unloading thedish-
washer or draining rack. Don't expect 
perfection in the tasks, but encourage his 
partiapation and praise his accomplish-
ments. 
. If your child is old enough to regard the 
kitchen as Mom's or Dad's territory, try to 
change his view by turning the kitchen into 
a sdentific laboratoryl Playdough, pastes, 
and Christmas ornaments can be made in a 
kitchen. He can experiment with evapora-
tion, .salt crystallization, measuring, and 
chemical reactions. For inspiration, chock 
LEARNING CAN BE FUN! 
The Family KItchen: 
A Gateway to Learning 
by Lee Ann Armbruster 
your library or bookstore for books on 
kitchen experiments. One wonderful refer-
ence is Cooking Wizardry for Kids by Mar-
garet Kenda and Phyllis S. Williams (Barron 
Publishers). 
Safety First 
Before allOWing your child to experi-
ment with any activities in the kitchen 
review the rules of safety with him. Being 
experienced cooks, we may take these rules 
for granted, butwe must make our children 
respectful of the dangers in a kitchen. 
Some basic rules to begin with, according to 
Many Friends Cooking, by Terry Touff 
Cooper and Marilyn Ratner, are: 
1. Always use a pot holder or even mitts 
in handling any hot pots or pans. 
2. Ask someone older to help you turn 
on the oven or the stove-until you have 
learned how to do it safely yourself. 
3. Keep the handles of any pots or pans 
cooking on the stove turned inward: That 
way you won't knock over hot food by 
accident. 
4. Always pick up a knife by its handle 
not its blade. ' 
5. When you've finished cooking make 
sure all oven and stove dials are turned OFF. 
Besides these safety guidelines, think 
carefully of newer appliances in our kitch-
ens. Will your child be using the microwave 
or food processor? The garbage disposal? 
Discuss the safe ways in using these things. 
Personal Responsibility 
Before the hours of fun in the kitchen, 
which may result in your counter tops and 
sink running over with dirty dishes, empty 
egg shells, vegetable peelings, and other 
unidentifiable things, add an extra rule to 
your child's fun. IF YOU DIRTY IT, YOU 
CLEAN IT. Show him how to tidy up while 
experimenting or cooking. TIdying is a skill 
that must be taught and practiced if we 
want to avoid a mess. And, this isa skill that 
will be invaluable when he is living alone. 
When I was younger, I often saw the kitchen 
as a dungeon of drudgery. But when I 
learned the reasons behind all the washing, 
drYing, mopping, and scrublbing, these 
chores just became a habit-a habit I hope 
to pass on to my son. 
Math Skills 
Math and cooking are inseparable. Here 
are a few suggestions for sharpening those 
math skills: 
1. Thinkof all the measuring equipment 
we have in our kitchens. There are measur-
ing spoons, cups and bowls. These items 
are perfect for giving a concrete meani ng to 
abstract fractions and units of measurement 
which children begin learning in the primary 
grades. Let your child use water, rice, 
beans, flour or any other item from your 
pantry to fill measuring cups and spoons. 
How many half cups does it take to make a 
whole cup of beans? If we take away a half 
cup of beans from a whole cup, what is left 
over? For the more advanced, ask your 
child to help you cut a recipe in half. This 
will require multiplying fractions and may 
seem less intimidating in a warm kitchen. 
Another easy concrete approach to frac-
tions is pizza. The next time you make or 
order" a pizza, encourage your child to help 
cutltlntohalves, quarters, oreighths. How 
many eighths make a whole pizza? If we 
eat 318ths of the pizza, how much is left 
over for Daddy's lunch? What's another 
way of stating 418ths? What a perfect 
continued on next page 
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Continued (rom previous page 
chanoo to review reducing fractionsl ("When 
ordering a pizza, ask for the pizza to be 
delivered uncut) 
2. I fyour child is adding and subtracting 
decimals, have him add up some or all of the 
grooory receipt Is the total correct? Sub-
tract the coupons from the cost of the 
items. How much money did we save? 
Could this money saved be added to your 
child's allowanoo to add a bit of excitement 
in the addition and subtraction of the re-
ooipt and as an incentive in helping collect 
coupons? 
3. Allow your child to plan a meal for the 
family one night a week. Give him an 
allotted amount of money ($15.00 per-
haps?) to purchase the needed items for the 
meai and send him to the store. (Depending 
on the age of your child, you may want to 
accompany him.) Was he able to stay within 
his budget? Did he find coupons helpful? 
Invite him to help in the preparation of his 
planned meal and don't be surprised if he 
accepts excitedlyl 
IntermIssIon 
When writing, it is often confusing to 
know which pronoun to use when referring 
toour human suQjects. Should we use "he" 
or "she," "him" or "herr After all, this is 
the enlightened '90s, and we want equality 
for the sexesl As a liberated mother of a 
boy, I have purposely chosen to use the 
masculine pronouns. Why should work in 
the kitchen be viewed as a female's sole 
responsibility? Do we parents want our 
sons growing up helpless and dependent in 
the kitchen? Probably aboutas much as we 
want our daughters to grow up helpless 
and dependent in the science laboratories 
and the auto mechanics. So, please, when 
you read this artide, and (hopefully!) get 
inspired to introduce the kitchen to your 
children, don't exdude your sons-or your 
husbandll 
ReadIng Skills 
Following the written directions of a 
recipe required reading comprehension. 
Cooking is a perfect way of showing the 
importance of understanding what is being 
read and paying attention to the subject 
matter. The end product (e.g., the cake for 
Mother's Day) is the determining factor of 
our level of comprehension. Is it edible? Is 
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it attractive? can we bounce it on the 
floor? If we don't follow directions cor-
rectly, the logical consequences will be 
something that's inedible, undescribable, or 
burned-hopefully the food, not ourselves. 
(Please parents, children's egos are very 
delicate. If the cake is inedible or 
undesaibable, findSOME:rHINGgoodabout 
it or your child may never want to enter the 
kitchen again. Whatwe find humorous may 
be devastating to them. Think before you 
speak or reactI) 
SocIal StudIes 
Food is the one thing we humans have in 
common. Despite religious, cultural, and 
geographical differences, all of mankind 
must eat Discovering the differences in 
what we eat and the reasons behind these 
differences can be a fascinating way of 
discovering the wondrous variety of cul-
tures. To learn about a people's food is to 
learn about their land, their climate, their 
religion, their economical status, their whole 
existence. You can introduce your child to 
I ndia, China, Poland or any partofthis huge 
world,just by opening a cookbook. 
There are many wonderful cookbooks 
on the market If you are not ready to buy 
but want to experiment, the library has a 
wide range of cookbooks from around the 
world. One chef/author I highly recom-
mend is .Jeff Smith, the Frugal Gourmet 
Notonly are his cooking shows on PBS very 
enjoyable, but his books are packed with 
the histories and explanations of herbs, 
spice preparation and cooking methods, 
arid the people whose culture he explores. 
When you are ready to begin your ad-
venture of the world's food, here are a few 
tips to get you and your family started: 
1. Decide which culture of the world you 
would like to discover-Chinese, Greek, 
Native American? Visiting the library may 
help you decide. Look through your chosen 
cookbook to see if recipes are easy to follow 
and suggestions are given on locating hard-
to-find ingredients, such as black bean sauce 
or tahini. 
2. Explore the contents of the cook-
book. Choose three simple (but interest-
ingly different) dishes with which to begin. 
Read aloud each recipe selected. If your 
child is able, have him help write out the 
menu and the shopping list, making sure to 
include all the items not already in your 
pantry. Nothing is more frustrating than 
needing mushrooms and not having theml 
3. Read aloud the histories of the foods 
your family will be preparing. You may 
learn some very interesting and surprising 
facts. For instance, did you know that 
yogurt was made accidently when someone 
left some goat's milk in a bladder in the 
desert sun? Did you know that bladders of 
animals were used as containers? Aren't 
you glad we have Thpperware? 
4. Make a time table for scheduling the 
preparation and cooking of each dish of the 
meal. If you are making pita bread for your 
Lebanese meal, how many hours ahead 
should begin before roasting the lamb? 
5. Set up work stations for each mem-
ber of the family who will be helping with 
the meal. This helps to eliminate crowding 
and spoiled dishes. An example would be to 
have your son at the dining room table 
making egg rolls while your spouse is pre-
paring the wok in the kitchen. This gives 
you time to chop vegetables on the kitchen 
table for the refried rice. 
6. Finally, set the mood of your cultural 
eating experience by setting the mood. can 
you find some music to go along with your 
meal? Again, the library may be helpful. 
What's an Indian meal withoutRaviShankar 
playing the Sitar? 
Encourage your child to draw a mural or 
create a collage for a wall or table decora-
tion. Serve the meal dressed in authentic 
dress. Serve the meal with the proper 
utensils. (What's sesame chicken without 
chopsticks?) Use candles, the good china, 
unusual place mats and napkins. Make the 
evening an event to remember, and one 
that everyone will want to do again and 
again. 
"Eating as a way of understanding and 
celebrating other cultures and histories 
sounds strange to the fast-food crowd. We 
are dealing with more than one kind of 
hunger when we cook. The hunger for 
affection, for community, for feasting can-
not be satisfied by a fast-food French fry. It 
can be met with a good meal shared with 
the whole fami ly, a meal that will ensure 
memories for many years to come. " - Jeff 
Smith 
To wet your appetites for experimenting 
in the kitchen, here are sonne recipes for 
kitchen crafts. 
Cooked Playdough Recipe 
1 cup flour 
112 cup salt 
2 tsp. cream of tartar 
1 cup water (add some vanilla or other 
scent) 
1 tbsp. oil 
1 tsp. food coloring 
Combine dry ingredients in a sauce pan. 
Mix liquids and gradually stir them into the 
dry ingredients. When smooth. cook over 
medium heat, stirring constantly until a ball 
forms. Remove from heat and knead until 
smooth. Store in air tight container. 
Craft Clay 
1 cup cornstarch 
2 cups baking soda (1 lb. box) 
1 1/4 cups water 
Combine cornstarch and baking soda in a 
pan. Add water gradually. stirring until 
smooth. Place mixture over medium heat 
and cook. until thick and dough-like. Thrn 
mixture onto pastry board and knead well. 
Cover with damp cloth or keep in plastic 
bag or box. This is good for plaques or 
ornaments that can be painted when dry. 
#1 Children's Store on the 
Central Coast 
& Children's Furniture 
Clothing for all occasions 
is celebrating 
our newest addition 
Youth Furniture 
Twins · Bunks· Captain Beds · 
Canopy Beds· Dressers · Desks· 




... In addition to following our 40 year 
News tradition of offering an extensive 
collection of children's clothing 
health . feeding and safety products, 
strollers, car seats, play yards, elc. 
2222 N. Fremont 51. 
Monterey. CA 93940 
(408) 373-0928 
Open Daily 10-6 Sunday 12-5 
Bring this ad In for a 1/,." discount 
on 
Homemade Silly Putty 
2 parts Elmer's White Glue 
1 part Sta-Flo liquid starch 
Mix well. Putty must dry a bit before it 
is workable. It may be necessary to add a 
bit more glue or starch; you will have to 
experiment (Recipe may not work well on 
a humid day.) Store in an airtightcontainer. 
Homemade Silly Putty has the same nasty 
characteristics of commercial Silly Putty. 
Beware of contact with clothes and carpet 
flnger Paints 
3 tbsp. sugar 
112 cup cornstarch 
2 cups cold water 
Food coloring 
Pinch of detergent 
Mix the sugar and cornstarch and then 
add the water. Cook over low heat, stirring 
constantly, until well blended. Divide the 
mixture into four or five portions. Add a 
different food coloring to each, plus a pinch 
of detergent (facilities cleanup). 
Dentistry for Infants, 




_ . AMERlCAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION 
- AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
PEDIATRIC OENTI5I'S 
- CALIFORNIA SOt;IETY OF 
PEDIATRIC DENTI5I'S 
We specialize in the dental 
care o/.voung people from 
binh 10 age 18 
J. Mark Bayless. John Faia. III. 
D.M.D. D.D.S. 
333 EI Dorado. 
Monterey .375-4892 
La Leche League 
Meets in La Mesa 
La Leche League, the international vol-
unteer organization supporting 
breastfeeding through mother-to-mother 
help and information. is having monthly 
meetings in La Mesa. All interested women 
are welcome. and pregnant women are 
especially encouraged to attend. Babies are 
always welcome at La Leche League meet-
ings. The La Mesa meetings are currently 
held on the third Monday of each month at 
10a.m. (May 18, June 15. July 20. August 
17). There are also monthly evening. 
toddler and FortDrd meetings. If you have 
any questions about breastfeeding or need 
more information about meetings. please 
call La Leche League at 647-8393. 
i\\ARCH - JUNE 
SPECIAL 
New Clients Only 
AC'Jlic !\ails 
$3500 for Full Set 
$3000 for Overlays 
$1 500 for Fill 
Bring In 3 new c lients 
Get your next Fill free! 
e,lll I:u' om .1 P lwinlnWn! 
373-5021 
""~ • .. . -a: .... 
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Emily Aliotti. ....... . . .......... 372~300 Gretchen Graves .. .. ........... 373.5338 
,. yem .xperienc8 High/igIws-20" off-Color weaws 
J C Barbee ............... ... .. 646·8345 RN Alieni . . .. ..... .. . ........ 373-5338 
CUSaMI pemlS, \llWY6$, cw w~ slyling, shaft¥XJO sets & III'6d<Mg design 
Nalls by Sherry Whigham ...••... 375-6552 
F~ set specW $29--Fi1s $20 
Marilyn Colman ... .... . ..... .... 373·5338 
Specia6zilg in wavy & cllfy hU-sha1rJ)OO sets 
Cot.ples Rar&-buy ()(l(j hUcut gel the other free 
Full Service Salon 
731 Munras Ave. Monterey· 373-5338 
$1.00 OFF Aiii!!,,':.s ~OST RECOMMENDED 
~~' ' Pe ~\~ <>"'1l ~O ~ 
Gianni's 
PIZZA 
Authentic Italian Reclpel 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZARELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABLES in any combination of your choice. 
ny IIIfY COMIlNATlON YOU WIIIfY 
••• AII , ....... r. HAND 'OSSID _ MacIII ......... 
FRESH PASTA. ITALIAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 
FULL COCKTAIL BAIt 
Opcn Frldr(, Saturday & Sunday 11 :30 a.m. 













• Cosmetic Dentistry 
• Bonding 
• Implants 
• Crown & Bridge 






Joan Wtight Howard. DDS 
Joseph S. Howard. DDS, Inc. 
85 Via Robles 
Monterey, CA 93940 
408-372-7548 
Vacation 
Bible School 1992 
Adventures on Son Mountain 
Hey Parentsl Looking for something 
exciting and challenging for your kids this 
summer? How about sending them 
"dimbing" on Son Mountain? An expedition 
is being sponsored by the NPS Command 
Religious Program for July 20-24, 1992. 
Your children will be lead up the trail by the 
mostfamousguideof all-Jesus Christl On 
their trek, they will experience God's wis-
dom through nature, explore the Book of 
Proverbs. and discover wisdom through 
Jesus' Bible Stories. 
Adventures on Son Mountain is this 
year's theme for Vacation Bible School. 
Opening ceremonies begin July 17 and "day 
camp" begins July 2G-24th from 9 a.m. to 
12 p.m. at the La Mesa Elementary School. 
Registration is open tochildren turning five 
years old by December 1. 1992. through 
completion of fifth grade. There will be a 
registration fee of $2.00 per child. or 
$6.00 maximum. An optional $5.00 is 
required for each T-shirt order. You'll find 
registration forms at the Protestant/Catholic 
Chapels, Navy Convenience Stores. Navy 
Exchange. or by calling Alisa Kendall at 
647-1873. Registration begins May 1, 
1992. 
So get out the kid's hiking boots and 
send them exploring new terrain on Son 
Mountain this summer. (Adult and teen 
volunteers are needed to assisl Childcare 
is available for infant through preschool 
ages for volunteers only.) Call Alisa Kendall 
(647-1873), Mary Neuenfeldt(372-53Z7), 
Pam Rugg (384-3351 ). or Maureen Nolan 
(373-7565) for more information. 
International Tea 
How would you like to spend sun·ny 
afternoon sipping tea and meeting new 
friends? Well, now you have your chance. 
The International Tea is coming up on May 
15. This is an oPJXlrtunity for sJXluses to 
get together with their counterparts from 
other nations and, of course, eat plenty of 
delicious treatsl 
Anyone wishing to serve on thiscornmit-
tee is encouraged to call Alexandra Lohr at 
375-6756. ltis a lovely event and planning 
it should be lots of fun. 
New Kids on the Block 
Brlanna Jamella Rahall 
6 1bs., 5 OZ., 18112 ", born 
March 3 to Ron and Mary Etta Rahall. 
Rebecca Wendland 
Sibs., 6 OZ., 18 - born December 17 to 
Rick and Ilene Wendland. 
Shelby Noel Ortiz 
8 Ibs., 4 OZ" 20 -, born 
December 15 to Vince and Val·DeI Ortiz. 
Daniel Pinto 
8lbs., 8 OZ., 21 -, born 
December 27 to Rogerio and Vera Pinto. 
Submit birth announcements to 
Monica Maurasse, SMC #1537. 
La Mesa Women 's BIble StudIes 
The La Mesa Women's Bible Studies 
(LMWBS) is sJXlnsored by the NPS Com-
mand Religious Program and provides a 
variety of non-denominational Bible studies 
in La Mesa residents' homes for both catholic 
and Protestant women. Teachers are vol-
unteers who want to teach you more about 
the Bible and how to apply it to your 
everyday life in practical ways. Raising 
children in today's society, marriage, and 
prayer arejusta few of the subjects thatwill 
be discussed during this session. 
This session began on April 9 and will 
run for eight weeks. You may join us atany 
time throughout the session. The studies 
start at 9:30 a.m. and end at 11:30 a.m. 
every Thursday. Child care is available for 
a minimal fee and the children are grouped 
by age: 0-1 , 1 year olds, 2 year olds, and 3 
year olds and up. 
For more information, contact Damaris 
Thorn at 655- 1 087. We hope to see you at 





JAWS POOR BOYS HOAGIES 
6' AND 8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
1193 10th St., Monterey (1 block from Naval Post9raduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 









(5 min. to La Mesa & NPGS) 
SWIMMING FOR ALL AGES 
Novice through National 
Enriching Individual & Team Experiences 
Outstanding Coaching 
Coach Trendt Awarded Jr. College Coach of the Year, 1981 
• FU RTHER INFORMATION . 
Contact: Ted Trendt, Head Coach 
Monterey Bay Swim Club 
P.O. Box 1571 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Phone: (408) 646-4229 




Early Bird Specials $10.95 
Served Nightly 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM 
My Menu Item, a dinner salad, and a glass of wine 
%e ~isfiery 2\fstaurant 
21 Soledad Dr. 
Monterey, CA 
Phone 373-6200 nn Tuesday thru Saturday 5:00 PM to 9:00 PM Reservations Suggested 
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ROBERT A. AUGER, D.D.S. ==G 
GERALD A. TARSITANO, D.D.S., M.S. 
Orthodontics Exclusively - Children & Adults 
335 EI Dorado Street 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 373-3765 
26365 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Carmel, CA 93923 
529 Central Avenue 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
(408) 372·1568 (408) 624-7244 
Diplomate 01 the American Board 01 Orthodontics 
QUALITY NEW. USED 
LAYAWAYS 




BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
EXPERIENCED ALL AGE GROUPS 
REPAIR SHOP~ 
Hours: 




Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. ~Austor-Daimler ~E:YJH€ElJ"tG acLE:S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
LITTLE ONES PRESCHOOL 
and Day Care Center 
14(8) 899·2060 
• Dedlcakd & l.ov1ng swr 
• Curriculum . Abeka &: Bob Jones 
In a loving, ChrIStian environment 
• Early World of Learning Cunirulum • 
• Hoc. Lunches &. Snacks • • New FadlJUcs 
• Planned Physical Education Program 




VETERIN AR Y HOSPITAL 
... MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
r. J 
,yh~ " \ 
fru ' tt~ ~~r" .; •• \~ 
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6494111 
F RANK H . KOC H ER. DVM 
BEVERLY E. HILL, DVM 
109 Centra l Ave nu e 
Paci fi c G rove 
• Ages 2 years to 5 years • 
• Hours: 7:30 am. to 5:30 pm .• 
384-78!!1 
1100 . Avenue, Seaside 
jeli' le • ca nine 
fllily equipped hospital 
exotics 
prer.ent ir.e medicine 
emerge'lcy sen;ice 
How's: MQIl .·Fri. 8· .5:30 
Tiles. opefl unt il 7 
Sa t. 1J·3 • Baths Stili . 10·3 
Member A medcal1 
A nimal Hospital 
Association 
VISA , MASTERCA RD 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
family Sen Ice Center 
Volunteer of the Year 
by Rose Anna D' Auria 
The Family Service Center (FSC) has 
many wonderful, talented people who vol· 
unteer their time in various organizations 
both here, at the Naval Postgraduate School, 
and in the local community. Many local 
agencies benefit from our volunteer pro-
gram. 
The FSC is honored with very special 
volunteers who work in our office. One 
very special volunteer whose accomplish· 
ments and contributions to the volunteer 
program have been exceptional is Lynn Ivey. 
Choosing one person to honor from among 
so many committed people is never easy, 
they are all special, wonderful individuals 
who assist the FSC in delivering good cus· 
tomer service. The Volunteer of the Year 
must exemplify all the traits and attributes 
of the highest caliber and serve as a model 
to others in the program. Lynn lvey is one 
of those special, exceptional people. 
Lynn has contributed her time during 
the past year as the Assistant Volunteer 
Program Coordinator. She has already 
been honored as a 1991 Volunteer of the 
Quarter. She is a dedicated industrious 
person of many skills who also juggles the 
responSibilities of being a Home Core Pro-
vider, Tupperware Dealer, full· time Mom 
and furnished support to her husband who 
graduated in March. Lynn has contributed 
well over 300 hours of her time to the FSC, 
its programs and its customers. She ener· 
getically undertook the tasks of writing and 
editing the FSC Volunteer Handbook, in· 
terviewing and coordinating new volunteers, 
providing program information to local 
agencies, and writing articles and publicity 
materials for the program. She has always 
been willing to help out in any area of the 
office and is well acquainted with putting 
together hundreds of Welcome Aboard 
packages. 
As Lynn and her family leave the area, we 
extend our sincere appreciation and con· 
gratulations on ajobwell done. Bestwishes 
from the entire FSCstaff and volunteers for 
a very happy and prosperous future. 
If you would like to learn more about the 
Volunteer Program, call Tom Mullett at 
646·3060 for further information. 
---------Hammer and Thread:---------
Make a Simple Plate Rack for ~ j, PlJwy 
My favorite Master Builder recently no-
ticed that the Hammer and Thread column 
never mentions hammers. He submitted 
this idea for a simple twelve plate rack that 
even a beginner can build and mount on the 
shelf beneath their cabinets. This is a 
prQject particularly suited for people in E-
type housing. 
Note: If you don"t own a saw and can"t 
borrow one, most local hardware stores 
will cutwood toyourspecifications for fifty 
cents per cut The woodshop at Fort Ord 
also has tools that you can use. 
Materials: 
4 11 lrz" lengths of 314" x 314" pine 
4 25 lrz" lengths of 314" x 3/4" pine 
8 6 lrz"lengths of 314" x 314" pine 
22 318" diameter dowel rods 13" long 
7/16" drill bit and drill 
hammer and 1 1/4" brads 
Elmer's yellow wood glue 
Construction: 
1. Cut lengths of wood and dowels with 
hand saw, hack saw or power tools. Lightly 
sand ends to remove any rough spots. 
2. On the 25 1 rz" lengths, mark the drill 
holes for the dowels. Skip the first 314" 
since this is where the ends will beattached, 
then mark every two inches along the 
length. There should be eleven marks with 
2 314" from the last mark to the end. 
3. Drill the holes using the 7/16" drill bit 
Use a drill press if available, but a regular 
drill is fine. Clean up holes with sand paper. 
4. Glue and nail 11 1/2" lengths to ends 
of 25 1 rz" lengths. Making pilot holes by 
using a small bit will prevent wood from 
splitting. 
5. Insert dowel rods into top and bottom 
for each front and back piece to test for fit 
lfit is fine, slide dowel up and put a dab of 
glue on half an inch from top and bottom. 
Slide dowels back into holes, wipe off any 
excess glue and set aside to dry for an hour. 
6. I nsert the 6 1 rz" pieces between the 
frontand back racks. They are placed at the 
corners to form a box and then in the 
middle of the top, bottom and sides for 
support as shown. Drill pilot holes and 
attach with a little glue and nails. Set aside 
one hour for drying. 
by Jacey Skillman 
7. Lightly sand any rough areas, then 
paint as desired using spray or latex. 
problems with it We are also still looking 
for decorating ideas and simple prQjects. 
Please call Jacey Skillman at 646-9527. 
We would like to hear from you if you 
complete this prQject or if you have any good~! 
Cindi Cioppa 
408-646-9214 
Military Travel Specialist 
Call an Experienced Agent for all 
aspects of Vacation Travel Planning 
• TOUrs/Cruises/Airline Tickets 
• Hotel & Car Reservations 
• AMTRAK Reservations 
• Personalized service including in-home 





GOING TO TOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Now there is a new comfortable and safe way 
to prevent tooth decay .. , Sealants! 
Often Dr. Kroll uses a technique that seals 
your teeth and prevents tooth decay, for both adults 
and children. 
i tt In fact children. are some of 
, our favorite patients. 
Call Dr. Kroll 
for infonnation at 
394-1408 
WE WlLL GLADLY ASSIST 
'. YOUWITIIYOURFAMILY'S 
DENTAL HEALTH PLAN 
FREMONT 










Students from 11 to 17 have a new way 
to explore the marine life of Monterey Bay: 
a night of their own each month at the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium. And this month 
they'll be exploring the lives of sea otters. 
The aquarium's Student Oceanography 
Club offers a program on the third Tuesday 
of each month during the school year. Each 
program includes lectures, labs and a visit 
to the aquarium. Marine SCientists and 
educators, aquarists who care for marine 
animals, and students conducting ocean 
research will lead club workshops. Club 
members can also go on special outings and 
field trips. 
Upcoming topics include "Dive in the 
Kelp Forest," a program about scuba div-
ing, on May 19. 
The club fee is $4 per session for 
aquarium members and $6 per session for 
non-members. Students' families are also 
welcome to attend the programs, although 
parents should not bring any children 
younger than 11 years of age. 
For information, call the aquarium edu-
cation department at 648-4940. 
Vendor's 
Showcase 
Come one, come all!! Don't miss the 
ever-exdting Vendor's Showcase to be held 
June 8 at 7:00 p.m. in the La Novia Room 
in Herrmann Hall. Discover who sells 
Tupperware, Longaberger baskets, hand-
painted clothing, jewelry, wooden toys, 
linens, and other products and services. 
Last year's showcase featured over thirty 
OSSC members and their wares. Refresh-
ments will be provided and OSSC members 
are welcome to showcase their items. For 
table reservation forms, see your May Pink 
Flyer or call Tracy Hidks at 655-4863. 
Keep your eyes open for July's Special 
Event with a British flavor. More details 
coming soonl You won't want to miss thisH 
Classmate Mini Shopper 
TO BUY OR SELL . .. ~m~m""l 
l~uU/§Ji@· Voice &! Piano Lessons !Cut H,ur1$ 
(Sr6du.t~ In Music ft1uc~tl()n) 
:5:I:!IUl:lCtD CgIQ[ZI~g IlDI:ttr::1I1x 
CALL 646-1266 (40B) 655-1913 
5'tC! I Shelley A Icxandcr I nterior Design I 
MONTEREY PLAZA La Mesa Village 
THE GRAND IIOTEL ON TI l E KAY 
I ryou'rc updalil'l8 yow 
597 E Mll 'II"' _"""" kOAiI fU(oIII1I",. up""I,.lcry . .lr"I"'" ,or 
400 Cannery Row, Monterey, Calirornia 9)940 MONTI~1iY, CA U t'OIIJ'l IA 01/)., .. hOlIlC rumid unl and 
408-64h- 17UO FAX 4011·646-51))7 9)940 want ~i&ncr men;h;indis.e 
(U.S) tlOO-bll·ll)9 (CAl tlOO·334 ·39'N (408) 646- 1 027 and VQler vallie, Wi ll (or (roo 
9. Truslholl'ie fute. fxdushoe Hotds initil l eOll5I.a]llIt ion. 
Mr(r( ~ ~~ ~  
~ Clarence The Clown 01 • MagIcian/Comedian 
ENTERTAINMENT EXTRAOROINAIREI 
C.hlorn •• 8,y Top MemH" Soclel)' 
Ho:"aqulul¥f' o/A ..... rlc." 
785 HAI<COJll A\1'N.£ . SEASOE. CA Q3Q55 . (<100) 8QQ·2366 (408) 384 ·7683 ".11'",,-,,. 
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COASTAL CUISINE 
by Debbie O'Loughlin 
Looking for a romantic setting for a 
special occasion, orwanttotreata visitor to 
a superb dining experience? The restau-
rant the fits the bill perfectly is Gernot's 
Victorian House. 
Enjoy this European-style restaurantset 
in the 100 year old Hart Mansion enhanced 
with floral wallpaper and rich woodwork 
located in Pacific Grove. Dining at Gernot's 
is a unique experience because you trulyfeel 
as if you have been transported in time. 
Never once do you feel as if you are in a 
restaurant, but as a guest in a home. You 
are greeted at the door with an offer for a 
Champagne cocktail and a warm smile. The 
menu, accented with Austrian flavor, fea-
tures veal specialties, breast of duck with 
raspberry sauce, local wild boar, fresh sea-
food and wiener schmitzel. 
Plan an evening at Gernot's. It will be an 
unforgettable one. Gernot's is located at 
649 Lighthouse Ave. in Pacific Grove. 
Open daily for dinner at 5:30 p.m. ex-
ceptMonday. Dinnerfortwowithwine, tax 








Let Us Lighten Your Load 
CALL FOR YOUR FREE 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
ORDERS To THE D.c. AREA? 
ssociates* 
INC. 
We provide detailed information on: 
PRE-QUALIFICATION. FINANCING. NEIGHBORHOODS. SCHOOLS 
COMMUTING 
Call TOLL FREE: 1-800-847-7787 
Ask for Jane Boyer or Jane Felty or write us at: 
US Realty Associates, Inc. 
4605 D Pinecrest Office Park Drive, Alexandria, VA 22312 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
910 Major Sherman lane. Suite 205 • Monterey 
(Behind Jack In the eo.) 
· f 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
1<>vingly 
- Use Your New Delta 
Dental Benefit Plan 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for ~elaxation 
- VISA, MC, Amer. Ex. 
Payment Plans Available 
RELOCATING? 
Washington, DC - Virginia - Maryland 











Call Our Toll Free Number 
1-800-525-8910 ext. 9235 
Home Buyers 
Information Packet 
Containing details on ... 
Housing & Real Estate Market 
Financing & Qualifying 
Schools & Communities 
Transportation 
Ltf LONG & 
ItF FOSTER 
REALTORS® 
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